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1.Providing the dimensions for the calculation:-

While adding a new product provide the Dimensional Height ,Dimensional Length and Dimensional Width.
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2.Providing the standard weight:-
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3. Enabling the module

5

In order 
enable, 
set it to 
yes



4.Setting up Volumetric Weight Factor:-

Stores → Configuration → Sunarc→ Volumetric→Volumetric Weight Factor
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5. Importing the table rates CSV to the system:-

Stores→ Configuration → Shipping Methods → change configuration to Main Website instead of Default→ Import
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6.Exporting Table Rates CSV:- 

To verify the table rates CSV can be exported as well.
Stores→ Configuration → Shipping Methods → change configuration to Main Website instead of Default→ Export.
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7. Visibility of Table Rates at Frontend:-

On Checkout user is shown table rate which is calculated on basis of chargeable weight and rate set in table rate csv.
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General Features:-

1.The basic calculation done in calculating Volumetric weight is 

Volumetric Weight = (Dimensional Length *Dimensional Width* Dimensional Height)/Volumetric Weight Factor.

2. If the dimensional weight is greater than the consignments actual weight, use the dimensional weight to calculate the rate.

3. Chargeable weight which will be considered for charging rate is as follows:-

Chargeable weight=Max(Actual Weight, Volumetric weight)

3.Table Rates CSV specifies the rates for chargeable Weight.

4.In Table Rates CSV if while entering the country name you need to use 3 letter abbreviation for the country name.This uses standard 

abbreviated names of countries.

5.If you don’t want to enter specific value for country name,zip code etc. then use “*” instead,this will be then working for all.
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Thank you! 

We welcome your feedback!
 

Should you have any questions or feature suggestions, please 
contact us at: support@sunarctechnologies.com
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